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IR COMPRESSORS IN STOC

(1) TF430821 Hf 5 HP,
3 phase, 80 gai., 2 cylinder, 2 stage

List OUR sloo^oo
$1718.00 PRICE m

(4) IF 410821 H, 5 HP,
Single Phase, 80gal., 2 cylinder,

2 Stage

List
$2132.00

OUR
PRICE

9 159500 List
$3273.00

OUR
PRICE

CAMPBELL@ HAUSFELD

(2) TK631221 H, 10 HP,
3 Phase, 120 gal., 4 cylinder, 2 stage

$249500

"A two stage compressor
worth the name begins
with intelligent design"

That means Simplicity with a capital
“S”. The more unnecessary elements
you eliminate, the better compressor
you’re going to have. At Campbeli-

Hausfeld we threw out those troublesome
spring loaded valves that are buried inside

most compressors, and we designed our own
simple plate and reed valve system, you can

change the valve in 20 minutes - if it ever
needs changing. We make the big low-pressure
piston of aluminum and the small high-pressure

piston of cast iron so that they weigh the
same —and balance each other. We

cast the head of aluminum because aluminum fWdissipates heat quickly. We improve reliability, wLnLJb ’

simplify assembly, and hold costs down by
making cylinder heads, pistons, cylinder blocks and

valves interchangeable between models.
We build these compressors so that nothing

can go wrong but if it does go wrong we make it
easy and inexpensive to fix. That's what we mean by

Simplicity with a capital “S.”

SANDBLAST GUN
AND HOPPER KIT PORTABLE AIR TANK SPRAYER KIT

SK-2003

Lancaster Farming, Saturday, January 12, 19tQ—All

Sandblast Gun and
Hopper Kit AT-1010
Includes sandblast
gun AT-1001, 3 gallon
abrasive hopper, and
15 ft reinforced
material hose For —safe
pressure - regulated
compressors 1 hp and M

List $64.80 3
SPECIAL

$5495

Bareville

★ WE STOCK THE SAND

UR 3000
3 - 2 gal. oList

$31.40

SPECIAL
$26.95

FARMERSVILLE EQUIPMENT
INC.

RD 4, EPHRATA, PA 717-354-4271
Hours: Mon., lues., Wed., Fri. - 7:30 to 5:30

Thurs. till 9:00, Sat. till 3:00

Includes DH-6000 spray gun with DH-6010 siphon cup,
RE-2105 regulator and gauge with 3/8" fittings For com-
pressors from l'/j to 3 hp

$100.70

’85.95 ?! %
Complete Kit (|| |l


